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Sheep May
Safely Graze
To the Second Advent Church
of My own,

Defining Demagoguery
JESUS CHRIST: We begin the New Year 2017 anew.
MOTHER MARY: We take this opportunity to laud the priests of the United States
for coming to fount of a thirst for wisdom.
JESUS CHRIST: We thank you for having the endurance and faith to hear this
teaching of many days.
JESUS CHRIST: You at this point require this instruction as you need to
formulate what is the mission of the Catholic Schools going forward as the
United States Catholic Church.
POPE JOHN PAUL II, Ascended: This was a work in 2005 with myself and the
bishop.

Source: Merriam-Webster Dictionary

Definition of D EMAGOGUE
A leader who makes use of popular prejudices and false claims and
promises in order to gain power.

Definition of P REJUDICES
Preconceived judgment or opinion. An adverse opinion or leaning
formed without just grounds or before sufficient knowledge
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JESUS CHRIST: The typist has requested that before proceeding to convey what
values are of the holy Church that we cover this definition.
Typist: For the Catholic priests to move forward here, they have need to
recognize what is demagoguery thinking.
ANDREA SELESTOW: She considers learning Accounting 101 as important as
learning Demagoguery 101.
Nancy of Oregon: You are looking for false teachings.
FATHER MALACHI: The document chosen on the Catholic Schools is ubiquitous
for its execution and delivery by the Catholic hierarchy, it is not at all to single
out SJ Michael Miller, only that it is a small booklet. The writing is for lack of a
word, chauvinistic, or egotistical.
POPE JOHN PAUL II, Ascended: What was of this book was to convey the
mission of the Catholic Schools in the United States. I had not myself looked it
over until now. Might I say that the spirit of education is not present here,
whether as the author or as parent-figure.
He had the quotes noted, but he himself did not embody the
understandings, so he would say such irreligious or agnostic formulations:

 Prayer should be a normal part of the school day.
 The sacraments of the Eucharist and Reconciliation in particular should
mark the rhythm of a Catholic school's life.
 Mass should be celebrated regularly, with the students and teachers
participating appropriately.
 Traditional Catholic devotions should also have their place: praying the
Rosary…
 Ecclesial life and… should be evident in every school.

POPE JOHN PAUL II: It is not should be, I said this is what it means to have and
to become a Catholic identity in the Catholic schools!
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Mandarin: The United States parents will not accept that your dinner ”should
be” as announced from the cook in the kitchen. You are either going to serve the
dinner or not.
FATHER MALACHI: The demagoguery is what we desire you to at this point in
time, to see clearly.
Mandarin: As the Church cannot go forward if you are talking to a wall. Talking
to yourself, seeing how you sound to yourself.
JESUS CHRIST: You see that against the backdrop of the loss of students in the
Catholic Schools that this one who would say that it was for secularism when in
the free press, the reasons were cited as the Church’s ongoing policy on
contraception, on the Church’s pedophile polities, the policies to not shepherd
the prejudice towards women as the nuns, schools not being affordable. And in
this book, he says the opposite, that they are making the schools available for the
ghetto children. So he also says that the reason why Catholic School enrollment
is down is “secularism” which is also a lie. This is the thinking of a demagogue.
ANDREA SELESTOW: That actually was true a long time ago, when the Catholics
were ones who lived in the ghettos—the Italians.
MOTHER MARY: This non-accountability, to make demagoguery political-correct
statements based on a fact of the Italians in ghettos a long time ago is apparent
demagoguery, and this is the instruction we would show you that you need to
speak to people as you form the new United States Catholic Church that you not
be found in this thinking as they cannot relate to you.
NATHAN the Judge: Do not turn a blind eye and a deaf ear to Jesus Christ’s or
the United States Catholic Church’s need to have this a Church of Christ.
JESUS CHRIST: We have need for you to go higher here. I am Jesus Christ,
speaking to the priests one and all— Church Universal—and Church Universal
& Triumphant.
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